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 Background: Nowadays, the noise pollution has placed a lower priority on other 
pollutions, because it`s hygienic dangers are not speedily visible .Growth of pollution, 

increasing in the number of motorize vehicles, industry expending ,On the whole, 

extensive life with developing technology and also human`s society by making harsh 

sounds cause industrial pollution which has harmful effects. The noise pollution in Iran 

endangers people`s hearing and health (specially the aged and children), furthermore, it 

has detrimental traumatic effects, particularly in industrial metropolises like: Arak, 
Tehran, Shiraz, Esfahan. Objective: This paper uses descriptive method to scrutinize 

traffic noise and level of it. Results Researches show that setting proper and functional 

barriers could decrease the noise about 10 to 15 decibel. Conclusion: Noise caused by 
traffic is never constant; it changes by changing the traffic affective elements, therefore, 

to securitizing, studying or legislating about its controlling, using a method which is 

able to calculate this changeable noise is important. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Noise and hullabaloo are inseparable parts of the modern and semi modern life. Growth of population, 

increasing in number of motor vehicles, roads traffic, ear-rending noise of airplanes and also city and intercity 

trains  , etc. , are some examples for the noise pollution which threaten organisms` health and quiet , particularly 

human beings [1]. Todays, including the noise pollution among environmental pollutions and studying about it`s 

negative effects on human life make experts to scrutinize some elements of producing noise pollution like: 

automobiles and traffic noise, then recognize and define it`s reducer. Most of the environmental experts believe 

that in recent years, noise from the viewpoint of environmental pollution is in the same rank of other pollutions. 

During the last decade, producers and designer mostly competed in manufacturing automobiles which use 

less fuel while they have most obedience but these years, designers try to decrease emitted noise in the cars. As 

a means of similar expression, the noise pollution is: any diffuse and emitted noise in special time and place. 

Noises as the same as air pollution increases by growth of population, particularly today mechanical and 

industrial lifestyles intensify rate of the noise pollution; Some of the noise polluters in our modern industrial life 

are: using private vehicles (cars, motorcycles), public vehicles (airplanes, trains) and also other sources like 

power plants and producer factories. These problems caused that noise measurement becomes a prelude to the 

defining priority and identifying effected place, also it helps judge about noise result and it`s controlling ways. 

By having information and basic data about who exposed to noise could predict condition of pollution and 

scrutinize it`s effects. 

 

1.1. The noise pollution:  

Harmful effects of the noise pollution can be classified in 2 groups: 

 

a) Direct effects:  

Losing the power of hearing is the most prevalent effect of noise on humans, even harmless noise when is 

heard for long time would be harmful for humans and reduce sensitivity of the ears toward any noise. Hearing a 

noise more than 100 decibel for 10 minutes need to rest about 20 minutes in a silent place in order to indemnify 

it`s effect. 

Working in crowded noisy place would extirpate hearing cells and bring returnable deafness in its wake 

which idiomatically is called job deafness. 
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Table 1: Permitted limit table of the noise pollution” 

zone Daytime average level(7 Am- 10 Pm) Night time average level(10 Pm-7 Am) 

Residential zone 55 45 

Residential-commercial zone 60 50 

Commercial zone 65 55 

Residential- industrial zone 70 60 

Industrial zone 75 65 

 

b) Indirect effects: 

These are some examples of indirect effects:  

Neural sensitivity, extreme provocation, muscles cramp, dizziness, physical and mental tiredness, 

perturbation in sleep, eyesight deteriorating, racing heartbeat 

 

2.1. Sources of noise: 

1 - Natural sources of noise: 

Earthquake and firelight noise 

Quick breaking in faults of the crust causes earthquake. How much being nearer to the epicenter, louder 

noise would be heard. 

Fire flight is a violent and rapid electrical discharge which releases so much electrical energy; this noise is 

product of tearing in air layers. 

 

2- Fixed sources of noise: 

It includes: Gas power plants  

Gas power plans make too much noise because they have some equipment like: gas turbine, compressor, 

combustion chamber, strong fans, etc. and it is annoying for persons who are near to such these power plants 

 

3- Unfixed sources of noise: 

All vehicles and traffic noise 

The use of public vehicles (city trains) or private vehicles (cars, motorcycles) makes the noise pollution. 

The noise caused by cars is as a result of honking, aerodynamic, tires, side mirror, and the noise which is made 

by trains is because of road intersections, electrical motor, turning on rails or stopping. The internal sources of 

noise: electric furniture, internal-combustion engine. Every electric furniture makes noise because of its electric 

engine. In the internal-combustion engine, compound of fuel and oxidizer react in close chamber, this process 

makes noise. Generally, the traffic noise is classified in 3 groups:    

 

a) Air traffic: 

This noise is caused by airplanes. There are lots of parameters that make noise in airplane but 2 main are: 

Airplane engine (motor and other related parts supply energy and power of airplane moving) and passing of 

airflow on fuselage and wings (aerodynamic noise) (this noise is increased by gaining speed and decreasing 

altitude because the air molecules are more compressed in this condition) 

 

b)Rail vehicles: 

The main reasons for noise in the subway are: Road intersects (embranchments switches), turning on rail, 

electric motors, electric equipment, signals, locomotives, stopping and also aerodynamic noise.[2] 

 

c) Motor vehicles and urban traffic vehicles (traffic noise): 

Driving vehicles (cars and motorcycles) and also car moving or honking make noise. 

 

3.1. The noise makers in cars:  

1-Engine: 

The most important and the main source in producing car noise is engine; the noise which is made in engine 

divide in 2 groups: 

1-a) Combustion noise: High pressure in cylinder cause to tremble, therefore it emits noise. [3, 4, 5] 

1-b) Mechanical noise: This kind of noise has 2 factors, the primary and the secondary factor. 
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The primary factor includes: Engaging gearwheels, shaft spinning, and exerting force on cylinders in the 

top dead center(TDC) and the bottom dead center(BDC).The secondary factor includes: The exhaust(it spends 

out smog which is product of chemical reactions in cylinder), water pump and gearwheels.[4,6] 

It is worthy of mention that noise emission in the primary factor is more than the secondary.  

 

2. Transmission system: 

The system has 2 functions: It transfers power of engine to drive wheels and changes in amount of torque. 

Each motor vehicle according to its diesel or gasoline structure of engine needs transmission system to 

transferring power of engine to its drive wheels. When revolution is lower than redline, by shifting gear, driver 

can impose the best condition to continue driving or stopping. As it shown below, this system is connected to 

engine by the clutch, in fact the speed of input shaft is the same as engine speed, and the output shaft is joined to 

drive shaft which finally caused to engine energy transfer to the drive wheel. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Energy transfer to the drive wheel 

 
 

Fig. 2: the two-gear system 

 

It is clear in the picture that:  

The green shaft is connected to the engine by the clutch, this shaft and its joined green gearwheel 

considered as one part.  

 

3. Clutch: 

As you know the clutch is a part in car which lets driver disconnect or connect the engine to the 

transmission system .When driver depresses the clutch pedal, cuts the link between engine and the transmission 

system and by taking off foot, the link is made between them and input shaft spins as fast as engine. 

The red shaft and it`s joined gear wheel (lay shaft) are one part, which is affected by the green shaft and 

spins with it. The yellow shaft joined to the lay shaft so it is affected by wheel spin 
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The blue gearwheels are installed to the lay shaft and spin on the yellow shaft. The time when driving on a 

slope although the car is off and the blue shafts are motionless, the yellow shaft and wheels are spinning. The 

utilization of the collar is making link between the yellow shaft and one of the two blue gearwheels. By sliding 

to left or right, the dog teeth can entangle in teeth of one of the two blue shafts. 

 
 

Fig. 3: Junctions and parts in a system 

 

It is comprehensible, whatever junctions and parts in a system (like cars) are more, it`s noise is also more. 

 

3-Tires: 

Noise emission in the tires is caused by vibration in tire wall, it is happening in 500 Hz frequency. Noise 

which is caused by passing air through tire treads happened in 1000 Hz frequency. In addition, pumping air 

while tires are spinning makes noise, in the first step, air is detained and compressed between asphalt and tire 

treads, next, the air spews out with highly pressure. The most important reason of making noise in tires is the 

tire wall vibration, it is because tire tread blocks smash into road, so noise is produced in the tire tread blocks, 

indeed the tired treads vibration is the main source. 

 

4. Noise which is caused by distribution of aerodynamic pressure around car`s body: 

This noise is made because of shear motion (caused by viscosity) around car and also chaotic air current in 

the discontinuous surfaces (like the areas around side mirrors and the first column), it is increased by speeding 

and wind fluctuation, so aerodynamic noise could be the main reason of making noise in high speed and high 

frequency [8, 9]. 

From aerodynamic and aerostatic points of view, the side mirrors in car are known as adverse effects 

producing. The side mirrors change air current pattern and the result is chaotic air flow  in the first column of 

the car, so the side mirrors makes aerodynamic drag force and acoustic noise. 

 

5. Brake: 

How the brake makes noise is as the follow: 

When driver depresses the brake pedal, this pressure causes the piston of main brake pump goes forward, 

then piston compresses the brake oil which exists in brake cylinder. As the time pushing, the oil, firmly presses 

toward the wheel cylinder (by steel hoses connector that are resistant to lateral pressure), consequently internal 

pistons of wheel cylinder relocated, these pistons transfer the pressure to the brake shoe, then , the brake shoe 

joins to brake drum, it is obvious that, this process creates friction between the brake drum and shoe. Any kind 

of jam in parts of the brake wheel cylinder caused problems like noise. Another reason of brake noise is 

breaking suddenly, in this condition, the friction between tires and earth creates noise. Whichever mentioned 

above depended on the kind of motor vehicle, car load, quality of parts, speed and acceleration, the road quality 

(asphalt) in streets and freeways [10].  
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Fig. 4: the method of the brake makes noise 

 

Traffic noise: 

Recent researches show that major portion of the environmental noise is the noise caused by transportation 

[11]. 

Daily increasing in highway traffic noise around cities makes problems for our life. Growing the number of 

motor vehicles and their high speed bring problems around highways [12]. Approximately, 120 million of 

people in the Europe union are exposing to the road traffic noise about 55 decibel and more than 50 thousand of 

people are vulnerable to about 45 decibel traffic noise. In the reports published by the management of federal 

highways of America (FHWA), range of noise in Pico state is more than normal range [13]. 

 

7. Standard definer and active international organizations in field of noise pollution: 

1- World health organization (WHO): 

This organization is one of the specialized institutions in the United Nations organization which practices in 

worldwide hygienic problems. 

 

2-International labor organization (ILO): 

This organization tries in the course of improvement in workers condition. 

 

3- International civil aviation organization (ICAO): 

This organization has an special investigating committee of aircraft noise (CAN). 

 

4- International standard organization (ISO): 

This organization is an international nongovernmental organization,  

Based on these all over the world in lots of small and big cities noise map is prepared and an extensive 

research has done to reduce noise [14]. 
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For example London noise map (London is spacious city from the point of area in Europe) or some parts in 

the Madrid city (the third gig city from the point of area) 

Noise mesurement was a prelude to the defining priorty and identify affected place, also it helps to judge 

about noise results and it`s controling . Indeed, these researches are very important to determine exact location 

of hospitals, Infirmary and similar centers (which should be far from noise but in city center). Many 

international valid standards are defined in term of noise which debate ways of measuring traffic noise and 

permitted range of noise balance [15, 16]. 

 

8. The noise level depends on factors that are divided in 3 groups from one standpoint: 

 

1-Traffic volume: 

(Traffic noise of 2000 cars in an hour is twice as much as 200 cars. 

 

2- Traffic speed: 

(Traffic noise by the speed of 65 mph, is twice as much as traffic noise by the speed of 55 mph) 

 

3-Kinds of motor vehicles exist in traffic: 

(Noise caused by a truck by the speed of 65 mph is as much as the noise of 28 cars by the speed of 55 mph) 

 

9. Theoretical calculation of traffic noise:  

Traffic noise in the proximity of freeways is predictable according to emitted noise by motor vehicles based 

on their speed, volume, kind of the motor vehicle, distance of the observer from the freeway and noise blocker 

between them. 

In 1978, Rigan has offered a way to calculating noise of engines in the cars, trucks and buses. 

Motors vehicles are divided in 3 groups, from the viewpoint of weight and number of axles: 

1-Automobile (A): Any motor vehicle with 2 axles and 4 wheels and also small trucks lighter than 450 kg 

2- Middle trucks (MT): Any motor vehicle with 2 axles and 6 wheels and also motor vehicles which weight 

450 to 12000 kg 

3- Heavy trucks (HT): Any motor vehicle with 3 axles or more, like 3axle buses, etc. 

Calculation, the type of vehicle to the desired speed is done. For certain vehicle types and speeds specified, 

we take the help of the following equation: 
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In the above formula ( r ) is the distance between the observer and the motor vehicles 
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V= velocity 

D0= vertical zenith distance from the road 

If the equations number 2 and 3 placed in equation number 1 get to this formula: 
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11. Noise traffic securitizing method: 

There are some factors which measurement and policy of noise traffic depend to them: 

Time of measurement: for example measurement is gotten in peak hour’s traffic or in other hours. 

The day in week: holidays, working days, near the end of week, the early days of week. 

The months and seasons: hot and cold weather directly effects on traffic noise 

Every above factor could change measuring result. 
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In a street, measurement should be taken in different places like: Residential zones, commercial zones, 

amusement parks, educational center, infirmities, offices, etc. 

Paying attention to these 2 objects is important: 

1- The regulations of this field are different in each county and they depended on the highway kind, street 

and it`s function. 

Noise caused by traffic is never constant; it changes by changing the traffic affective elements, therefore, to 

securitizing, studying or legislating about its controlling, using a method which is able to calculate this 

changeable noise is important. 

 

Inference: 

There are multiple ways suggested for abating noise pollution caused by motor vehicles traffic, some of 

them are mentioned below [10]: 

 

1. Inter space: 

In this way, an space could be left between the highways and the residential zone around them, indeed 

residential zone should be built far from highways. 

 

2. The use of sound semi-insulating walls: 

These walls are known as ((Acoustic obstacle)); they could be placed between highways and houses. 

Appropriate and functional barriers would reduce 10 to 15 decibel of traffic noise. These barriers might be a 

hill (highly enough), barrier wall or short walls (made of wood, stone, gypsum, concrete or other materials) 

 

3. The use of appropriate vegetation: 

If this kind of insulator has appropriate length, width, thickness and density, it could abate 10 decibel of 

traffic noise; in addition this insulator economically and durability is cost-effective. 

 

4. to insulating buildings: 

This way effectively reduces noise. 

 

5. to stop driving of old motor vehicles: 

Stopping the cars which old made has positive effect on noise abating 

 

6. Prevent traffic of some motor vehicles: 

the cars which install loud honk so produce and emit stridulating. 

 

7. Identifying and obviating noise makers: 

a) Engine: 

It is the main and the most important source of making noise in motor vehicles, this noise is caused by 

combustion in engine, noise of injector, mechanical noise, cooling fan noise. 

 

b) Which materials the parts body of motor vehicle is made from: 

There are some methods to abate this kind of noise: Changing in materials which used in parts body of 

vehicle, using of steel or plastic foils with high density, putting steel fixer to reduce and damp the vibration in 

valve hubcap. 

 

c) Gearwheel noise: 

If a pair of gearwheels be completely fixed and regulated, suitable oiling and improving in gearwheel`s 

surface are useful to abate noise 
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